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THURSDAY 12 FEBRUARY 2014 
10.30 am Registration – Building S07 – Griffith Graduate Centre 

11.00 am Conference 
Opening 

Building S07, Room 2.16 
 

Dr Geoff Garrett, Queensland Chief Scientist 

11.15 am Keynote 1 
Building S07, Room 2.16 
 

Is There No Digital Arts? – Cat Hope 

12.15 pm Session 1 

Building S07, 2.16 
 

Opera Composition and Performance Utilising Computer-Based Recording 
Technologies and Virtual Instruments: A Case Study – Eve Klein 
Valuing the Mature Dancer through Digital Technology – Sonia York-Pryce 

1.15 pm Lunch 

2.15 pm Digital Art 
presentation 

The Cube, P Block - QUT 
The Cube demonstration 

2.45 pm Session 2 
QUT P Block, Rm 413a.  Next to the cube 
The Spatial and Temporal Poetics of Webcam Viewing – Alannah Gunter 

Audiovisual Installation as Ecological Performativity  – Teresa Connors 
3.45 pm Afternoon Tea 

4.15 pm – 5:15 pm Workshop and 
Demos 

Building S02, Room 2.16 
River Listening – Toby Gifford 

Building S07, Foyer 
Demo - The LAB colour space: An 
invaluable tool for working 
photographers – Russell Brown 

7.00 pm Conference Dinner at The Shore Restaurant, South Bank 

FRIDAY 13 FEBRUARY 2014   Building S07 Room 1.23  

9.00 am Keynote 2 Creative Candidates, What Industry is Looking For - Tim Kitchen and 
Richard Turner-Jones 

10.00 am Session 3  

That Syncing Feeling: Networked Strategies for Enabling Ensemble 
Creativity in iPad Musicians – Charles Martin 
For Grief: A photographic social documentary of funeral directors and 
their experiences – Yoko Lance 

11.00 am Morning Tea 
  Building S07, Room 2.16 & 2.17 & 2.18 

11.30 am Exhibition  Exhibition –  Debra Beattie, Darren Fisher,  Tyson Foster, Sara Irannejad,  
Yoko Lance, Kellie O’Dempsey 

12.30 pm Lunch 

1.30 pm Session 4 

Building S07, Room 1.23 
Crustacean Caquaphonics – Toby Gifford & Matt Hitchcock 
Cinematographic Evolution: What Can History Tell Us About The Future? – 
Daniel Maddock 
Seeking the animation artist in a multi-projection environment – Andi Spark 
& Leila Honari 

3.00 pm Afternoon tea 

3.30 pm Session 5 
Building S07, Room 1.23 
Permitting Chaos as Creative Strategy – Daniel Della-Bosca 

Using Digital Technology in a Fine Art Practice – Sara Irannejad 
4.30 pm Closing Panel Trends in Digital Arts and Design 
5.00 pm End of conference formalities 

6.00 – 11.00 pm Performances 

Building S01, Queensland Conservatorium / Opera Queensland 
Studio 4101 - Performances at Opera Queensland / Queensland 
Conservatorium 
Complementary entry for CreateWorld delegates. 
http://operaq2015.com.au/whats-on/studio-4101/ 
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IC Central specialises in building and validating digital proficiency skills that lead to industry recognised 
certifications. We advise and educate community, academic, industry and government organisations to 
demonstrate how digital literacy and proficiency can advance an individual and an economy.

Enhancing creativity in the teaching and learning process is a priority for Adobe. We believe that both 
students and educators can have a positive impact on a massive scale, if they have the ability to think, 
collaborate and communicate creatively. Industry is crying out to employ people who can creatively 
come up with solutions to problems that are yet to exist and Adobe has the tools to help make this a 
reality. Adobe is committed to supporting educators with a wide range of software, training support and 
solutions to help improve the learning outcomes of our future problem solvers.

Check out Adobe’s recent research on what employers are wanting - www.adobe.com/go/edu_cre-
ative_study.html

With about 180,000 educators as members, the Adobe Education Exchange (edex.adobe.com) is 
Adobe’s main portal for educators. It provides a wide range of resources including regular live and 
recorded professional learning opportunities.  

The Adobe Certified Associate qualifications (bit.ly/adobe-aca) are widely recognised by a range of in-
dustries and well worth encouraging students and teachers to consider. These are managed locally via 
IC Central (www.iccentral.com.au) who will be represented at this conference.

If you are passionate about Adobe in Education, consider joining the new global Adobe Campus 
Leader Program (edex.adobe.com/campus-leader).

http://edex.adobe.com/campus-leader
http://edex.adobe.com/campus-leader
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Cinematic Evolution: What Can History Tell Us About the Future? 

Abstract 
Many commentators and proponents of the film industry 
have called for a review of the cinematographic award ask-
ing who is responsible for these images; the cinematograph-
er or the visual effects artists. Theorist Jean Baudrillard said 
cinema plagiarises itself, remakes its classics, retro-activates 
its own myths. So, what can the history of filmmaking tell us 
about the practice of visual effects?  

Four of the previous five winners for Best Cinematography in 
a Feature Film at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 
Sciences Awards (2009-2013) have been films which have 
contained a large component of computer generated im-
agery (animation and/or visual effects). Some of these films 
have moved far beyond creating virtual backgrounds for the 
actors to appear in. Avatar, Life of Pi and Gravity are exam-
ples of films creating whole universes and characters for the 
actor to interact with.   

This paper analyses the use of visual effects in popular 
filmmaking prior to the use of computer technology for the 
art. This historical analysis is then compared and contrasted 
against today’s discussion/argument of cinematographic au-
thorship. What did it consist of before the use of computers 
in filmmaking? Are and will cinematographers always be the 
authors of the image? 

Keywords 
Virtual Cinematography, Cinematography, Visual Effects, 
Cinematographic Authorship  

Introduction 
Technological developments have been part and parcel of 
the ever changing face of film-making in Hollywood since the 
inception of cinema. From the inventions of sound recording 
to colour photography technological developments have had 
a lasting effect on the way cinema is made. Although the 
cinematographer has largely been on the forefront of such 
developments their role has generally remained consistent 
over the history of cinema. I will talk about my investigation 
into the current definition of cinematography which historical-
ly relies on the camera as central to the art and practice of 
cinematography.  

This research questions the current definition as an accurate 
representation of current industry practice based on an his-
torical analysis of the artistic practice of key cinematogra-
phers. I will explore the development of cinematographic 

mediums and draw on recent examples of current practice in 
mainstream Hollywood cinema to suggest how the definition 
of cinematography might be reframed. 

Virtual Image Creation: the Cinemato-
graphic Argument 

James Cameron’s ground breaking film Avatar was released 
to record audiences in December 2009. It was a film much 
discussed by critics and the wider media while it broke box-
office records becoming the highest grossing film in history 
at the time and the first film to gross more than two billion 
dollars [1][2][3].  

The famous film critic Roger Ebert of the Chicago Sun-Times 
called the film extraordinary and gave it four stars out of four. 
“Watching Avatar, I felt sort of the same as when I saw Star 
Wars in 1977”, he said, adding that like Star Wars and The 
Lord of the Rings, the film employs a new generation of spe-
cial effects and it is not simply a sensational entertainment, It 
is a technical breakthrough which has a environmental and 
anti-war message [4].  

Avatar won the 82nd Academy Awards for Best Art Direction, 
Best Cinematography and Best Visual Effects, and was nom-
inated for a total of nine Oscars, including Best Picture and 
Best Director [2].  

However, Avatar’s cinematographer Mauro Fiore, ASC, didn’t 
step foot on the film’s set until Cameron had already been 
shooting the virtual elements for eighty-five days [5]. Fiore 
won the Best Cinematography award for a film which he 
says is about seventy percent virtual; though he believes his 
work on the live-action component to be the imagery that set 
the look of the film [5]. 

The argument itself blew-up in 2012 shortly after Life Of Pi, 
another huge grossing and largely CGI film, was released. 
Not only where some critics, one hesitates to call them 
purists, still concerned with the input of the cinematographer 
to the overall image but one famous and outspoken cine-
matographer was furious about Life Of Pi’s Best Cinematog-
raphy Oscar for Cinematographer Claudio Miranda, ASC: 

I don’t care, I’m sure he’s a wonderful guy and I’m sure he 
cares so much, but since ninety-seven percent of the film is 
not under his control, what the fuck are you talking about 
cinematography, sorry. I’m sorry. I have to be blunt and I 
don’t care, you can write it. I think it’s a fucking insult to cin-
ematography [6] 

That was a statement from Australian Cinematographer 
Christopher Doyle, HKSC, now an expat living in Hong-
Kong. Furthermore most cinematography associations don’t 
yet recognise virtual imagery; although the Australian Cine-
matography Society is one of the first and few to have 
awards and recognition for virtual work [7].  
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Many journalists and commentators have discussed the 
possibility for a return to two awards for Best Cinematogra-
phy at the Oscars as it was in the early days of colour pho-
tography when there was one award for black and white and 
one for colour photography [8][9]. We seem to be at a stage 
where there is a strong realisation in the industry of the ef-
fect of virtual cinematography in filmmaking but an uncertain-
ty of what to do with this virtual image and where it may fit in 
to our industry structure. 

Visual Effects History 
An argument could be made that the first films to use visual 
effects were those made in the very beginning of cinema. 
Georges Melies is probably the most notable early filmmaker 
to use visual effects extensively. Most of Melies effects in-
volved the use of dissolves to make people and objects dis-
appear and re-appear and double exposures used as a form 
of crude luminance key to create floating, bodiless faces. 
Essentially Melies used stage magic tricks that he refined for 
cinema [10][11].  

However the birth of the visual-effects artist in cinema came 
in 1927 with Director Firtz Lang’s epic masterpiece Me-
tropolis. This film was like nothing else that had been seen 
before and continues to be a classic of cinema to this day 
[11]. The filming of miniatures had been done before but the 
work of Cinematographers Karl Freund and Gunther Rittau 
was particularly fine on this film. Eugen Schufftan, later to 
become an Oscar Award winning cinematographer, was 
credited with ‘Special Visual Effects.’  

On Metropolis Eugen Schufftan refined a process for com-
positing impossible shots together which would later be 
called the Schufftan Process [11]. Schufftan was able to 
composite actors into a miniature set through the use of par-
tial mirrors making impossible and fantastic scenes for an 
awed audience. Through this partial mirror, which was posi-
tioned at forty-five degrees to the lens, both elements when 
placed in the correct position and distance from the lens 
would appear as one.  

Eugene Schufftan’s role on Metropolis was solely to produce 
these images therefore Schufftan can be referred to as the 
first visual-effects cinematographer. His process carried on 
until the middle of the century when it was replaced by static 
and travelling mattes [11][10].  

Analysing Eugen Schufftan’s career following this film it ap-
pears that due to his subsequent and notable success as a 
cinematographer (he won the Oscar for Best Cinematogra-
phy in 1961 for the American film The Hustler) over a forty 
year career making films throughout Europe and America, he 
is and was then a cinematic image maker on the frontier of 
the art and practice [12].  

Schufftan can be thought of as a cinematographer in his own 
right for the scenes he was responsible for on the film Me-
tropolis. At this time in the history of cinema it was normal for 
the cinematographer/s to be responsible for any visual ef-
fect. Not least because there was no other way to make a 
visual effect in cinema except with a camera but also be-
cause any time a camera was used the resultant image was 
the responsibility of the cinematographer [13].  

Unfortunately not a great deal is known about the exact 
practice and role of those responsible for the visual effects 
cinematography at this time because studios went to ex-
traordinary lengths to maintain a veil of secrecy around the 

actual making of their films so as not to demystify the magic 
[13]. 

Visual Effects The Turning Point:
1993-2009 

In the decades to follow the last uses of the Schufftan 
Process and the introduction and popularisation of other 
processes and technologies for visual effects cinematogra-
phers were pushed further away from the creation of such 
imagery. Processes such as stop motion and matte-painting 
still involved photography but were slowly becoming inde-
pendent components of production with which the cine-
matographer had little contact.  

The big shift away from cinematographic involvement came 
with the first large-scale use of computer generated imagery 
in a popular Hollywood feature film [14]. The creation of di-
nosaurs for the now classic Jurassic Park embodied this 
huge shift to a new era of Hollywood filmmaking. For the first 
time physical visual effects were replaced with virtual cre-
ations; creations that the cinematographer did not see on-set 
during production. Computers were not part of the produc-
tion process for a cinematographer at that time and were 
seen as more of a post-production tool, a tool that had noth-
ing to do with the camera which is a key element in the defi-
nition of cinematography.  

Though this was groundbreaking at the time it was still far 
away from the authorship discussion of today. There is about 
fifteen minutes of dinosaur shots in Jurassic Park, nine of 
those minutes use practical, physical dinosaurs in the form 
of puppets or animatronics while only six minutes in total are 
CGI dinosaurs [14]. This process and technology replaced a 
component of puppetry and stop-motion animation but did 
not alter the cinematography of the film. This type of visual 
effect was a post-production addition to the film. The film 
would be shot with the knowledge, based on story-boards, 
that a dinosaur would be put in frame in post-production [14]. 

This may have an effect on composition and lighting but not 
radically change the overall look. The workflow in this era 
started with an almost entirely finished image to which the 
CGI team would insert a subject or object. This subject or 
object would not usually comprise a large component of the 
frame. The subject or object would also have to be ‘matched’ 
to the image which has been recorded by the cinematogra-
pher and therefore retain the cinematographer’s original 
look. Todays discussions of authorship began to appear 
when the next great leap forward in popular cinema oc-
curred; the creation of entire virtual scenes within a live-ac-
tion film.  

Virtual Cinematography: 2009–2014 
As I discussed earlier in this paper Avatar was a huge turn-
ing point in filmmaking, cinematography and virtual visual 
effects due to its approach of entirely virtual scenes as op-
posed to Jurassic Park’s insertion of virtual elements, sub-
jects and objects. In fact, prior to 2008 there had not even 
been a winner for best cinematography that wasn’t shot on 
celluloid emulsion film; an analogue medium [15]. 2008’s 
winner Slumdog Millionaire shot by Anthony Dod Mantle, 
DFF, BSC, ASC was the first winner to be shot using a digital 
camera.  
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When Avatar won in 2009 with a film that was seventy per-
cent virtually created images discussions of authorship arose 
[6]. Richard Crudo, ASC, President of the American Society 
of Cinematographers writes in American Cinematographer 
Magazine of June 2014: 

If the history of cinematography has proven anything, it’s not 
only that our world is one of steady change, but also that we 
are adaptable artists who are always embracing the new. 
Over the past year or two, certain self-interested individuals 
have been trying to redefine our job title and description to 
cover the myriad aspects of the hybrid model. That’s just 
nonsense. Everything it entails has fallen under our exclu-
sive purview as authors of the image since the very begin-
ning, and that will continue to be true no matter where the 
technology takes us [16] 

As almost all definitions for cinematography include a cam-
era as central to the art and practice this automatically rules 
out virtual imagery or CGI as something the cinematograph-
er is responsible for. Though author and cinematographer 
Blain Brown may disagree: 

cinematography is more than the mere act of photography. It 
is the process of taking ideas, words, actions, emotional 
subtext, tone, and all other forms of nonverbal communica-
tion and rendering them in visual terms [17] 

If this definition can be used then the work of cinematogra-
pher Emmanuel Lubezki, AMC, ASC on the film Gravity 
could be a model for filmmaking process and an example of 
the authorship of virtual imagery. Lubezki, a Best Cine-
matography Oscar Winner for Gravity in 2013, redesigned 
the entire process of traditional filmmaking procedure by 
starting with the virtual computer generated imagery and 
then lighting the live-action to suit: 

Lubezki was deeply involved in every stage of crafting the 
real and computer-generated images. In addition to conceiv-
ing virtual camera moves with Cuaron, he created virtual 
lighting with digital technicians, lit and shot live action that 
matched the CG footage and fine-tuned the final rendered 
image [18] 

As with Schufftan an analysis of Lubezki’s career and films 
can show his deep involvement in Gravity’s images; a film 
which is almost entirely virtual. Lubezki’s aesthetic is preva-
lent in all his films but especially those where he has collabo-
rated with Alfonso Cuaron, the Director for Gravity, and Ter-
rence Malik, the Director of To The Wonder.  

One such example concerning Lubezki’s approach comes 
through the element of lighting. Gravity was shot entirely in a 
studio environment and pre-lit in a computer using rehearsed 
and pre-programmed LED lighting designs that were run by 
software. To The Wonder was shot entirely on location using 
minimal to no film-lighting fixtures and instead relying almost 
entirely on natural light. However, Lubezki sees both of these 
films as having the same ‘nuanced’ approach to lighting. To 
explain I will read two short excerpts from articles about the 
films in American Cinematographer Magazine. The first is 
about the Terrence Malik film To The Wonder: 

On Tree of Life we really tried to do combinations of scenes 
with light and scenes without, and when you add movie 
lights they don’t have the complexity of natural light. You’re 
putting one light that has one tone and one color through 
some diffusion, and it doesn’t have the complexity of natural 
light coming in through the window from a blue sky and 
clouds bouncing green off the grass. Some would call that 
kind of light imperfect, but it’s more accurate to call it more 
complex. That complexity of natural light and the way it hits 
the face is amazing, and when you start to go that way it’s 

hard to go back and light [things artificially]. The less you 
use artificial light, the more you want to avoid it, because the 
scenes feel weak or weird or fake [18]. 

And now this quote about Alfonso Cuaron’s Gravity: 
Inside the LED Box, the CG environment played across the 
walls and ceiling, simulating the bounce light from Earth on 
the faces of Clooney or Bullock, and providing the actors 
with visual references as they pretended to float through 
space. This elegant solution enabled the real faces to be lit 
by the very environments into which they would be inserted, 
ensuring a match between the real and virtual elements in 
the frame. For Lubezki, the complexity of the lighting from 
the Earth source was also essential, giving nuanced realism 
to the light on the faces. “When you put a gel on a 20K or an 
HMI, you’re working with one tone, one color. Because the 
LEDs were showing our animation, we were projecting light 
onto the actors’ faces that could have darkness on one side, 
light on another, a hot spot in the middle and different col-
ors. It was always complex, and that was the reason to have 
the Box [18]. 

The Future: A Wider Conceptual Ap-
proach 

With films like Gravity and cinematographers like Emmanuel 
Lubezki creating new ways for cinematographers to author 
images and own them throughout the production a new ap-
proach may be needed in film schools to tackle the future. 
Cinematographer Roger Deakins BSC, ASC has been en-
gaged on many animations and credited as an image con-
sultant. These animations, Wall-E, Rango and How To Train 
Your Dragon, have created striking images for cinema [19]
[20][21]. I believe it’s only a matter of time before cinematog-
raphers are expanding their craft into similar narrative im-
agery such as video games [22][8].  

There is only one school worldwide that I can find offering 
virtual cinematography courses. The Global Cinematography 
Institute was founded by two famous names of Hollywood 
cinematography, Vilmos Zsigmond, ASC and Yuri Newman, 
ASC [23]. Their mission statement is: 

The Global Cinematography Institute (GCI) is devoted to the 
education of cinematographers and filmmakers as the in-
dustry continues to extend into the digital and virtual realms. 
Along with teaching students concepts and techniques in 
“Traditional Cinematography”, GCI also provides a founda-
tion in subjects such as “Virtual Cinematography”, “Previsu-
alization", “Digital Lighting”, “Image Management” and more. 
The goal of the Institute is to take students to the next level 
and put them in position for meaningful careers in cine-
matography, present and future. 

The Global Cinematography Institute has seen the future in 
filmmaking and stands to put cinematographers in the driving 
seat. Cinematographers are not merely camera operators 
who record an image but artists who take ideas, words, ac-
tions, emotional subtext, tone, and all other forms of nonver-
bal communication and render them in visual terms. This can 
be applied to our work in the future. 
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